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babbling, reflecting the human left hemisphere control of natural language. If babbling were simply a way for the baby to flex
the motor control system for the mouth,
tongue, and throat—no different from the
system used in chewing—then symmetry in
mouth opening would have been observed.
Instead, we witnessed an asymmetrical pattern of mouth opening for babbling, which
supports the fundamentally linguistic view
Siobhan Holowka1 and Laura Ann Petitto1,2*
that babbling reflects babies’ sensitivity to
and production of patterns in the linguistic
opening, two “blind” independent coders scored
Baby babbling is the universal developmental
input (1). We thus conclude that babbling
150 randomly selected segments of babbles,
milestone before the onset of language prorepresents the onset of the productive lannonbabbles, and smiles according to whether
duction in humans, yet little is known about
guage capacity in humans, rather than an
greater right, left, or equal mouth opening was
whether the neural determinants of this beexclusively oral-motor development.
observed. A standard Laterality Index (LI) (5)
havior are fundamentally linguistic (1, 2) or
This discovery demonstrates left hemiwas computed for each baby for their production
reflect only oral-motor developments (3, 4).
sphere cerebral specialization for babies
of babbles, nonbabbles, and smiles: LI ⫽ (R ⫺
In adults, the presence of right asymmetry in
while babbling, which, in turn, suggests that
L/R ⫹ L ⫹ E), and mean LI scores were calcumouth aperture during linguistic tasks as
language functions in humans are lateralized
lated for each group of babies (English and
contrasted with left or equal mouth opening
from a very early point in development.
French). Thus, a mean positive LI score indicatduring nonlinguistic tasks has been widely
Moreover, the smile results illustrate the
ed more instances of right mouth opening, and a
used as a key measure of left hemisphere
specificity of the right-sided mouth advanmean negative LI score indicated more instances
cerebral specialization for language (5).
tage of babbling behavior in babies, corrobGiven the noninvasive nature of
orate classic neuropsychological
mouth asymmetry studies, this
adult studies (6), and suggest
technique is ideally suited to inthat, like adults (7), babies’ emoferring whether functional ceretional expression may be conbral asymmetries of babies’ eartrolled by the right hemisphere
liest productions exist. If babeven at the early age of 5 months.
bling is fundamentally linguistic
Ongoing research is exploring the
in nature, then left hemispheric
feasibility of using this mouth
specialization should be reflectasymmetry technique as a means
ed in right mouth asymmetry
for detecting potential language
while babbling. If babbling is
deficits in babies even before they
fundamentally motoric in nautter their first words, which repture, then equal hemispheric Fig. 1. Consecutive frames from video recordings showing a baby’s left resents the earliest measure of its
participation should be reflected mouth opening while smiling (left) and right mouth opening while babbling type to date and sheds light on the
in equal mouth opening while (right). Mean LI scores for all of the babies were as follows: babble ⫽ ⫹0.88 emergence and neural foundation
babbling. The results will pro- (red), nonbabble ⫽ ⫺0.08 (yellow), and smile ⫽ ⫺0.82 (blue).
of higher human cognition.
vide insight into the neural basis
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